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Create one-of-a-kind hooked rugs of your favorite wild animal or family pet using either wide- or

fine-cut wool strips.Tips from an accomplished rug hooking designer and teacher on how to design

an animal hooked rug and how to translate that design into a finished creationTechniques for

hooking hair, fur, feathers, and scalesHow to hook eyes, ears, and nosesHow to capture an

animal's personality in woolPull-out pattern with instructions
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I couldn't wait for this book to come out and I was so impressed! Judy Carter has done an

outstanding job of teaching each part of an animal and how to capture their personality. This book is

a wealth of information anyone wanting to hook any kind of animal or it's a great book just to look at.

Leonard Feenam does an outstanding job of drawing the backgrounds for a lot of Judy's rugs. I

would highly recommend this book.

A great book on getting some much needed tips and ideas on how to hook animals, well written and

with hook in hand I am looking forward to incorporating her suggestions. Another lovely gift, thanks

Ron.

Judy Carter's book is an absolute treasure! She is a very accomplished rug hooker. We have seen

her animal rugs in person and they are Amazingly lifelike. We were thrilled to see she published a

book to share her "secrets". You will not be disappointed. The techniques can be applied to all

subjects of rug hooking not just animals. Lots of illustrations and easy to understand instructions



make this a must buy book for rug hookers.

I love the photo's which clearly highlight the expert techniques achieved in each of the

accompanying selected works. The beautifully photographed and detailed descriptions of the variety

of works shows the high skill level that may be achieved and gives new hookers something to strive

for.

I ordered the book for my mother and this is what she said: The detailed explanations are awesome,

and I am really enjoying this book! .The author was very thorough, and her easy-to-follow

instructions were extremely helpful.

If you've seen Judy Carter's rugs you know she is a master at bringing animals to life in hooked

rugs. Her explanations are detailed and well illustrated. I couldn't ask for a better resource.

Even if you never intend to hook animals, just looking at all the astounding photographs is worth the

purchase price.

So many lessons given in this wonderful book. Thank you Judy Carter and Leonard Freeman.
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